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2015 South Asia Book Award for Children's and Young Adult Literature
2015 Award Winners
Twenty-Two Cents: Muhammad Yunus and the Village Bank by Paula Yoo, illustrated by Jamel Akib (Lee &Low
Books Inc., 2014). Twenty-Two Cents smartly chronicles the life and inspiration behind Nobel Peace Prize winner,
Muhammad Yunus, and the internationally transformative Grameen Bank's micro-lending system. Coupled with
rich illustrations that vibrantly capture the essence and depth of Yunus' experiences, this poignant picture book
easily lends itself to readers of all ages. Includes an afterword and author’s source notes. (Grades 2-5)
Bombay Blues by Tanuja Desai Hidier (PUSH, an imprint of Scholastic Press, 2014). The dense, chaotic, yet lyrical,
pulse of daily life in Bombay collides with the dissonant, hip-hop sensibility of affluent, urban Indian youth in this
story of Dimple, a young Indian-American woman’s journey of self-discovery. (Grades 10 and up)

2015 Honor Books
A Time to Dance by Padma Venkatraman (Nancy Paulsen Books, an imprint of Penguin Young Readers Group, 2014). Skillfully
told in verse, Veda’s inspirational story reveals an athletic young woman passionate about traditional Indian dance. When she
loses a leg in an accident she must fight to determine her identity and future. (Grades 6 and up)
Chandra's Magic Light: A Story in Nepal by Theresa Heine; illustrated by Judith Gueyfier (Barefoot Books, 2014). Living in a
traditional village in Nepal, young sisters pick and sell flowers at the market to earn money to buy a solar lamp which will help
the air quality in their home. Soft complimentary illustrations. Excellent end notes. (Grades K-3)
God Loves Hair by Vivek Shraya; illustrated by Juliana Neufeld (Arsenal Pulp Press, 2014). A seemingly unconnected collection
of beautifully written vignettes, tells the true story of a young Indian teen trying to find his place in the world. Shraya writes
with intense honesty and insight about the cutting pain of not only being of a different race and religion, but also discovering
that he is gay. Readers will be amazed by the author’s strength and resilience. (Grades 7 and up)
Secrets of the Sky Caves: Danger and Discovery on Nepal’s Mustang Cliffs by Sandra K. Athans (Millbrook Press, 2014). The
Mustang Cliffs in Nepal have been untouched for thousands of years. Discover how mountain climbers, archaeologists,
scientists and historians all learned how to traverse the seemingly inaccessible “Sky Caves.” What secrets will these modern day
adventurers discover - keys to an ancient civilization or simply plundered cave dwellings? (Grades 4-6)

2015 Highly Commended Books
A Pair of Twins by Kavitha Mandana; illustrated by Nayantara Surendranath (Karadi Tales, 2014). A vibrantly illustrated and
empowering tale of an Indian girl and her "twin," an elephant born the same day, who bravely break down cultural and gender
barriers while taking on roles historically restricted to males. (Grades K-3)
King for a Day by Rukhsana Khan; illustrated by Christiane Krömer (Lee & Low Books Inc., 2014). Despite being confined to a
wheelchair, Malik endeavors to capture the most kites during Basant, the spring festival of kites in Lahore, Pakistan, and
become "king" of this special day. Includes author's note. (PreK-Grade 2)
Escape from Tibet: A True Story by Nick Gray with Laura Scandiffio (Annick Press, 2014). Based on a true story, two brothers
from Tibet embark on a dangerous journey to India in search of a better life. A thrilling story of courage and adventure, readers
will delight in Tenzin and Pasang's trek to freedom. (Grades 5-8)
Ms. Marvel Vol. 1: No Normal by G. Willow Wilson; illustrated by Adrian Alphona (Marvel Worldwide Inc., 2014). Kamala Khan
is many things - a teenager, Pakistani-American, Muslim, Fangirl, and the super hero protector of Jersey City! How is she able to
balance all these roles and be the perfect daughter to her parents? Can Kamala be the new Ms. Marvel and still honor her
heritage? (Grades 5-8)
The Secret Sky by Atia Abawi (Philomel Books, an imprint of Penguin Young Readers Group, 2014). This classic tale of taboo love
illuminates the cultural and political complexities of present-day Afghanistan. Wrought with tension and dreams of a brighter
tomorrow, The Secret Sky humanizes a land often only ever heard about in news sound bites. (Grades 8 and up)

The 2015 South Asia Book Award Ceremony will be held in Madison, Wisconsin on Friday, October 23, 2015 in
th
conjunction with the 44 Annual Conference on South Asia at the Madison Concourse Hotel and Governor’s Club.
The South Asia National Outreach Consortium (SANOC) is the sponsor of the South Asia Book Award.

